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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 virus is severely testing the Italian healthcare system, as the requests for intensive treatment are greater than the real capacity of the system to receive patients. Given this emergency situation, it follows that citizens are limited in their freedom of movement in order to limit infection, and that in hospitals a significant number of critical situations must be faced. This brief contribution aims to offer a reflection on the public and clinical role of the bioethicist: a figure able to promote dialogue between the world of medicine and the community, and to face ethical dilemmas even in emergent clinical settings.

The COVID-19 virus has placed all Italian citizens in the situation of having to radically change their daily habits and practices due to its highly contagious nature and the probability that it will cause serious respiratory complications.1 The dangerous and delicate situation we face raises two questions we must reflect upon, one that has a public health relevance and the other strictly clinical. Every classic bioethics issue has this twofold dimension, since medical decision making has an undeniable social dimension that exceeds the physician-patient relationship and involves all citizens, healthcare professionals, and institutions.2

In Italy (and elsewhere) healthcare providers have been called to work in critical conditions. It was not expected that the infection would spread so rapidly throughout the population and there would be such a significant number of serious cases that would require intensive treatment. As a result, the need for beds in intensive care units (ICUs) rapidly exceeded the number of beds actually available.

Thus, the ethical question arises regarding withholding/withdrawing treatments while calculating the balance between benefits and risks and the criterion of proportionality of these treatments for patients affected by COVID-19.3 In particular, healthcare professionals, although accustomed to dealing with emergency situations...
situations, are not in a position to make the best possible treatment choices, due to a lack of the available means to do so. They often find themselves in difficulty as they interact with patients who would normally be treated, and with patients' family members. To date, the recommendations of the Italian College of Anesthesia, Analgesia, Resuscitation, and Intensive Care (SIAARTI) emphasize that particular attention must be paid to evaluating patients who need an ICU bed, given the limited availability of resources that should be reserved for patients with a higher probability of making a full recovery.

Therefore, at least two ethical dilemmas arise that involve both the communication of the truth regarding the prognosis to the patient, and the actual working conditions in which physicians must function.

Furthermore, in this scenario we are forced to recognize the limits of medical science and the impossibility of being able to offer effective care, even when that would be the most appropriate existing treatment.

At the national level, an important task force has been created in Italy that collects and disseminates real-time, updated data on full recoveries and deaths (the former always higher than the latter). Choosing which patients may benefit from appropriate care—when resources that would be distributed in normal conditions are limited—cannot be reduced strictly to a question of clinical ethics. Our point is that there is no clinical ethical choice without a public health ethics approach.

This forces the world of medicine to increasingly justify to the public the reasons behind its choices in an ethically defensible manner, so that feelings of bewilderment and powerlessness may be kept under control as much as possible.

Physicians should not be left alone to decide solely on a case-by-case basis. This is not to deny their clinical authority and responsibility, but rather to urge a commitment to give such questions public relevance and recognize that it is everyone's responsibility to be involved in the process.

On 6 March 2020 the SIAARTI published its report, “Clinical ethics recommendations for the admission to intensive treatments and their withdrawal in exceptional conditions of imbalance between need and available resources.” This document is intended to be a practical guide for critical care clinicians, to provide them with a set of criteria to evaluate and decide on each new admission to the ICU (for COVID-19 patients and others) and potential treatment withdrawal.

In the past few days, this report has received both praise and criticism from different parts of society, which confirms its public reach.

What matters most to us is to highlight the meaning and value of the SIAARTI effort in times of emergency. The SIAARTI document has the merit of not leaving physicians to decide alone without any guidance, making choices based only on their common sense and experience. This document tries to fill an ethics gap.

However, to us it is essential to emphasize that the responsibility to develop an ethical, shared framework for making medical decisions in an emergency, in a time of limited resources, does not lie simply with the medical class, but must rest on medicine in dialogue with the entire society. Moreover, in a time of unexpected crisis, there is no room for in-depth reflection and accurate planning, since one has to decide and act quickly. Clearly it would be desirable for such activities to be carried out in advance and within a public health ethics perspective. This underscores the importance of the public role and function of bioethicists, who contribute to the field by offering rigorous ethical reasoning and information in the service of all.

Likewise, Italy suffers from a great gap in availability of ethics services in support of daily clinical medicine. Instead, to us, this is what the level of clinical ethics should be: the clinical ethicist must cover a primary role in daily patient care, in particular by means of ethics case consultation.

Italian clinical ethics is still in its early stages. Only a few regions of Italy have established clinical ethics committees, and there is no mandatory national requirement to establish clinical ethics support services to ensure ongoing ethics support with specifically trained professionals who are entirely dedicated to clinical ethics activities. It is, therefore, imperative, in line with international experience, to embed clinical ethics in the Italian healthcare system and so allow clinical ethicists to make their professional services available. This requires a healthcare system that is increasingly sensitive to its ethical dimensions, especially under the difficult conditions such as those we face in the present.
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